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> > MEME DEAD RING ZONE Set to end within the next
20 years, the humanities growth of civilization has been
rapidly accelerating to an unprecedented degree. As the gate
to the Otherworld was broken, a mysterious generation has
begun to fill the gap. As the Elden's Dream, they have been
entrusted with the mission to guard the Otherworld. The
Chosen - mankind's last hope. And with the power of the
Chosen's Magecraft, they are being born. The ghosts of days
past have returned. The Magical Method is making a
comeback after ten years of secrecy. Yokai, the conflict
between heaven and Earth, and the wars between the First
Contract and the Second Contract are just the beginning...
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The period of peace lasted for only a few years. A peak of
the fusion between human and magic is rising. This is the
time that spells and weapons are being improved upon, thus
allowing mankind to fall victim to the Elden's cruel world.
The Elden's Dream has been stolen from the Chosen, and a
new cycle of life has begun. Not even the Chosen know what
is to come. The Elden's Dream is being used as a
battleground. Chaos and destruction are taking place around
the Lands Between. The Elden's Dream is calling upon the
Chosen's Magecraft. This is the world of the Elden Ring.
CHARACTERS: > > > - The Chosen - Mankind's last hope.
- Created for the sole purpose of protecting the Otherworld,
the Chosen are born with the power to perform Magecraft. Despite their hidden and unconscious connections to the
Otherworld, they are completely devoid of knowledge of
Magecraft. > > > - Elden Ring - Minuscule and restless
spirits. - The Elden Ring are servants of the Elden's Dream. The Elden's Dream is the symbol of the coexistence between
human and magic. > > > - The Chosen's Magecraft - The
Way of the Hundred. - The way of the hundred is a unique
form of magic that combines a long chain of techniques. The combination of a long chain of techniques with an
action that assists all the techniques. > >
Elden Ring Features Key:
The most extensive story world to date in an online free-roaming RPG.
Two playable characters and four playable race types. Immerse yourself in a world of variety, taking
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on the role of a fighter, a mage, a rogue, or a warden.
The most visual action RPG with organic 2D graphics and new CG-like 3D graphics.
Elden World Online: Take on other players in online turn-based multiplayer combat.
Skillful combat in the famous Elden Ring dungeon.
Epic action RPG gameplay in a vast world.
Elden Ring: The most reliable and challenging adventure.
Battle Strong Armors and Powerful Enemies in the Feats of Power (Hard Mode)–‘allying an enemy to
your will.’

Elden Ring (left)

River Master’s Key features:
Explore the lands of the River Master.
Fight alongside allies in the Battle System.
Uncover the mysteries of the ruins and dungeons.
Enjoy social features such as Gachapon Coin Shop and Raid Battle.

River Master’s Key:
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